BACKGROUND

In 2008, Michigan was the subject of a report by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association entitled: *A Race to the Bottom Speed & Savings Over Due Process: A Constitutional Crisis*. The NLADA study involved an evaluation of trial-level indigent defense delivery systems across ten representative counties in Michigan. The NLADA analyzed Michigan’s compliance with the ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System. “The Principles were created as a practical guide for governmental officials, policymakers, and other parties who are charged with creating and funding new, or improving existing, public defense delivery systems. The Principles constitute the fundamental criteria necessary to design a system that provides effective, efficient, high quality, ethical, conflict-free legal representation for criminal defendants who are unable to afford an attorney.” At the conclusion of the year-long study, the NLADA found that none of the counties studied in Michigan were constitutionally adequate and that Michigan ranked 44th out of all 50 states in per capita indigent defense spending.

In October 2011, Governor Rick Snyder issued Executive Order 2011-12, establishing the Indigent Defense Advisory Commission, a group of stakeholders that were responsible for recommending improvements to the state’s legal system. The Advisory Commission’s recommendations in 2012 served as the basis for the legislation known as the Michigan Indigent Defense Commission Act, which the Governor signed into law in July 2013. Commissioners were appointed in 2014 and the first Executive Director and Staff began working in 2015.

The statute creating the Commission provides: “The MIDC shall implement minimum standards, rules, and procedures to guarantee the right of indigent defendants to the assistance of counsel as provided under amendment VI of the Constitution of the United States and section 20 of article I of the state constitution of 1963...”
STANDARD 3

The United States Supreme Court has held that the assistance of counsel includes the duty of counsel “to make reasonable investigations or to make a reasonable decision that makes particular investigations unnecessary.” The Supreme Court has also recognized that criminal cases sometimes require “consultation with experts or introduction of expert evidence, whether pretrial, at trial, or both.”

MIDC Standard 3, conditionally approved by the Michigan Supreme Court and submitted to the Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, establishes minimum standards for defense investigation and experts. Standard 3.A reiterates defense counsel’s duty to investigate. It also, in recognition of the necessity of prompt investigation to preserve evidence and locate witnesses, requires the defense investigation to begin “as promptly as practicable.” The staff comments recognize that, in certain circumstances, counsel can reasonably determine that particular investigation is unnecessary. However, the Standard notes that “[d]ecisions to limit investigation must take into consideration the client’s wishes and the client’s version of the facts.” Standard 3.B requires defense counsel, when appropriate, to request funds to retain a professional defense investigator, and requires that reasonable requests be funded.

Standard 3.C states counsel’s duty to seek the assistance of experts when “reasonably necessary.” Expert assistance should be sought for two primary purposes: either to “prepare the defense” or to “rebut the prosecution’s case.” As such, it may be appropriate for a defense attorney to request expert assistance even if the attorney does not expect the expert to testify at trial. Finally, Standard 3.D recognizes counsel’s ongoing duty to evaluate the need for defense investigation and expert assistance, based on developments in the case or new information that the defense attorney learns.

RATIONALE

The American criminal justice system is adversarial, and relies on the defendant to present a vigorous defense in order to identify the errors and omissions in the government’s investigation. In order to identify those problems, the defense must conduct its own, independent investigation. In addition, criminal cases sometimes involve technical issues that are beyond lay—or lawyer—expertise. In such circumstances, the defense attorney can only effectively represent his or her client by seeking assistance from qualified experts. The following sections discuss the value of defense investigations and defense experts.
INVESTIGATION

Defense investigation is critical to the effective assistance of counsel. Competent investigation can have a significant impact on cases in all sorts of circumstances. Despite its importance, investigation is routinely underutilized in Michigan Courts. One report by the Lansing State Journal found that across three counties, indigent defense attorneys only used outside investigators in two percent of cases during 2015. One district court in south central Michigan has not received a single request for an investigator in twenty years. Another district court denied a motion for an investigator solely because the judge had never seen an investigator appointed in that court before. The need for substantially increased trial-level investigation in Michigan is demonstrated by the fact that “appellate investigations have led to fact development and exonerations for a significant number of clients, where little or no investigation was done by trial counsel.” There have been multiple reversals of convictions by appellate courts for ineffective assistance based on a failure to investigate even basic claims such as an alibi investigation.

In order to be effective, investigation should begin promptly. Prompt investigation can locate evidence that would otherwise disappear and witnesses who would otherwise forget important facts. It also gives the defense lawyer more time to locate difficult-to-find witnesses and complete multiple rounds of interviews, as necessary. Defense attorneys are already operating at a disadvantage because they come into a case later, after the police and prosecution have already had a chance to conduct their investigation. It is therefore crucial that the independent defense investigation begin as soon as possible.

EXPERTS

As Justice Stephen Breyer has noted, “[s]cientific issues permeate the law.” Lawyers, however, are not trained scientists. Just as a client cannot be expected to represent him or herself effectively in a court of law without the assistance of a lawyer, a lawyer cannot be expected to represent his or her clients effectively when scientific issues are involved without the assistance of an expert. Defense attorneys, then, must seek expert assistance wherever it is necessary to understand or litigate an issue in the case. Failure to do so might rise to the level of ineffective assistance of counsel, while a court’s failure to approve an expert might result in reversal of convictions.

Defense experts are important even though prosecution expert witnesses are scientists and the professional norms of science favor unbiased truth-seeking over partisan advocacy.

Both jurors and lawyers—including defense lawyers—are sometimes too quick to believe purportedly scientific evidence. Forensic science is often significantly less precise than the
technical vocabulary used by expert witnesses suggests. Forensic methods that have been famously overstated and abused include hair comparison, historical cell-site location information, arson investigation, bite-mark comparison, and firearms toolmark comparison. Scientifically reliable methods, like blood-typing, can be misleading if the expert is not clear about their limitations. Even DNA analysis, one of the most rigorous forms of scientific analysis, has recently come under attack for overstating the likelihood of a match when a mixture is examined. Scientific and expert testimony can contain hidden errors that are all but impossible for the untrained eye to notice. The problems of scientific evidence are not theoretical or remote. Inadequate use of experts at the trial level in Michigan has resulted in exonerations on appeal through methods as simple as retesting of evidence. Nationwide, flawed forensic analysis is a significant contributor to wrongful convictions. In Detroit, unreliable firearms evidence resulted in the complete closure of the Detroit Crime Lab.

**COMPLIANCE**

Most defense attorneys understand the need for using investigators and consulting with expert witnesses in their cases. Most courts understand that there are statutes and cases addressing the issue of when and how to appoint investigators and experts when the defendant does not have the funds to employ experts and investigators to assist with the defense. Virtually all system stakeholders agree that compliance with Standard 3 will be dependent upon money: how much of it there is, and who controls it. Related concerns involve the use, availability and training of investigators and experts. The following section is meant to offer suggestions for resolving many aspects of compliance, but is by no means exhaustive.

1. **Systems Must Commit to Adequate Funding**

Insufficient funding prevents counsel from performing sufficient investigation. Expert witnesses cannot be retained without adequate funds. The MIDC’s first comprehensive survey of local court systems found that most funding units do not separately keep track of trial related expenses, such as payment for investigators and experts, but those that do generally report spending only a small fraction of their budget on these additional costs. The lack of expenditures suggest that few systems are set up to provide such resources to counsel for indigent defendants. Attorneys analogously report facing obstacles to obtaining funds for these expenses even in court systems that technically allow for the petitioning of additional funds as necessary. Close to 60% of Michigan indigent defense attorneys reported not using an investigator in the last year and over 70% reported not using an expert. Certain district courts have never seen a need for expert or investigator funding.
Therefore, the most important part of compliance with Standard 3 will be a commitment to adequate funding of investigators and expert witnesses. Such a commitment must begin with a system-wide recognition of the importance of these forms of assistance to an effective defense team.

This funding should include emergency money for unexpected circumstances such as a complicated murder case in a small county. The MIDC or a regional administrator can have funds for these purposes.

2. Systems Should Consider the Creation of an Independent Review Process for the Request

In many status quo Michigan systems, the judge presiding over a case may have ultimate control over whether funds for investigators and experts will be approved. Michigan law requires a judge to appoint an expert or investigator when a defendant shows a need. However, the law does not exclusively require this procedure for approval and other models are available. For example, the State Appellate Defender Office routinely pays for expert witness fees through an internal fund, federal defender offices in Michigan have investigators on staff, and the newly created Berrien County Public Defender Office will independently fund and make decisions regarding expert witnesses. The court approval process presents several potential problems. First, it might make defense attorneys hesitant to vigorously advocate for more funding, because of the risk of alienating the judge who will make many important decisions about the case. Second, even if an attorney may apply for funds ex parte, there are reasonable concerns about sharing confidential case information and defense strategy with the court. Third, a funding application to the court inevitably takes time, which delays investigations that are often time-sensitive. Fourth, it means that the judge in District Court who presides over a felony case before the preliminary hearing might be less likely to approve funding before the case is transferred to Circuit Court, hampering the possibility of prompt investigation. The combination of all these problems means that defense attorneys may be hesitant to even request investigative assistance.

Prosecutors have also opposed requests for expert assistance from the defense. Counties should strongly consider a process for approval of experts and investigators independent of the trial court judge, and at a minimum, counties should allow and encourage ex parte / in camera motions for expert and investigative support. This process might move expert requests to the Chief Judge, or the Court Administrator, county administration, or an independent administrator.

An independent process here is not yet required – the MIDC will pursue independence from the judiciary in a future standard, but compliance plans should explore independent models for counties that wish to anticipate future standards in their planning.
3. Systems should Train and Make Available a Pool of Investigators and Experts

Having funds available for investigators and experts is not helpful if there are no investigators or experts to hire. The indigent defense system in Michigan and the MIDC must therefore take steps to ensure that there are sufficient numbers of both available in every part of the state in order to facilitate effective defense. Certain regions might share investigative and expert resources through an administrator or the MIDC. Access to investigators and experts is a challenge for communities in Northern Michigan and the Upper Peninsula. “There are not many private investigators in northern Michigan counties working on the criminal defense side, let alone willing to work for court appointed rates.”\(^{66}\) Regions with these obstacles would be ideal candidates for a regional investigator office, but experts – depending on the expertise – will likely need to be outsourced. The North Carolina Office of Indigent Defense Services provides one model where a forensic resource attorney provides expert information and advice.\(^{67}\) Similarly, the King County Department of Public Defense in Washington publishes presumptive guidelines for number of hours of work and an hourly rate for dozens of different types of potential experts.\(^{68}\)

4. Consideration of Public Defender Offices

Public defender offices present the most straightforward solution to funding investigators and expert witnesses: the office staff should include a full-time investigative staff, and the office budget should include funds for expert witnesses that can then be distributed internally. PDS is an example of a public defender office with a dedicated corps of staff investigators.\(^{69}\) In addition, PDS’s Administrative Support Division manages the process of obtaining expert witnesses for individual cases.\(^{70}\) In Michigan, the State Appellate Defender Office includes two full-time investigators. Michigan’s smallest public defender offices like Bay or Chippewa County might establish a contract with investigators, but offices with sufficient caseloads should employ investigative staff. National standards suggest one investigator for every three staff attorneys.\(^{71}\) The State of Washington requires one investigator for every four staff attorneys.\(^{72}\) The San Francisco Public Defender employs about eighteen investigators for 93 staff attorneys and budgets $500,000 for expert assistance for 4,000 felony cases and 1,000 misdemeanor cases.\(^{73}\)

Handling the allocation of investigative and expert witness resources in-house means that concerns about confidentiality and excessive reliance on the judiciary are absent.\(^{74}\) However, because public defender offices are not self-funding entities, they must justify the need for a certain level of investigative and expert funding. This justification will happen at a higher level of generality, rather than case-by-case or task-by-task, but public defender offices should still maintain detailed records of the work performed by their investigators and experts to strengthen their funding requests.
Several public defender offices around the country have established successful undergraduate internship programs to provide investigative assistance to their attorneys. Such programs are run by PDS, the Georgetown University Law Center’s Criminal Defense and Prisoner Advocacy Clinic, the New Hampshire Public Defender, and the Orleans Public Defenders. Investigative interns perform valuable work that frees attorneys and staff investigators to focus on more complex issues. Internship programs also train and develop future defense attorneys, who will be more likely to remain in Michigan after having formative experiences as interns with Michigan public defender offices. Internship programs will be most successful where attorneys themselves have significant training and experience in investigation, so that they are able to supervise interns effectively. In Michigan, Washtenaw and Kent County Defender Offices have successful internship programs which contribute to investigative needs. Although helpful, these programs may never substitute for full-time professional investigators.

5. Appointed Counsel Systems

The core challenges of handling investigation and expert witnesses in appointed counsel system is to ensure that there is both adequate funding and proper incentives for their use. A typical compliance model will provide this funding and accessibility through courts, but many of these systems might look ahead to compliance models that move expert and investigator requests outside of the court system.

Whichever source of funding is used, standardized qualifications and payment rates must be established in order to make sure that the allocation of resources is fair and consistent. The Committee for Public Counsel Services (Massachusetts) has a collection of qualifications and pay rates for investigators and experts that provides a model for such a system in Michigan.

In recent history, there has been a trend among the states of creating independent boards, commissions or agencies, outside the jurisdiction of the courts, to administer appointed counsel programs. This process works particularly well for expert and investigator resources. Independent administrators help ensure that appointed counsel do not become dependent on the judiciary for funding, thus protecting their ability to zealously advocate for the client’s best interests, rather than for the prompt resolution of cases to help move the court’s docket.

Independent administrators are also important because justifying a request for an investigator or expert witness may involve revealing some details of a possible defense theory. Judges, as human beings, cannot be expected to forget such information when carrying out their other roles in a case, and so an independent administrator who does not share information with the judge or prosecutor is the most effective way to prevent inappropriate disclosure of confidential information.
Independent administrators handle requests for investigative and expert assistance in, among other jurisdictions, Sacramento County (California), San Mateo County (California), Erie County (New York), Oregon, Travis County (Texas), Lubbock County (Texas), capital cases in Louisiana through the Louisiana Public Defender Board, and a new pilot project through the Michigan Appellate Assigned Counsel System. Many of these programs feature staff investigators. The Capital Area Private Defender Service in Travis County, Texas has a full-time staff investigator who manages six contract investigators to serve a large assigned counsel roster in Austin.

An independent administrator handling funding requests from assigned counsel for investigators and expert witness is likely to be the most effective approach, in jurisdictions with sufficient caseload to support that arrangement. Possible models for this independent administrator can include a shared administrator for circuit and district courts, an administrator serving a number of different counties in a region, an administrator who is part of a larger independent “managed assigned counsel” office that also organizes attorney appointments and training, and a court administrator who has independence from the trial judge in review and approval.

The assigned counsel administrator can maintain a roster of investigators who can be employed by assigned attorneys. These independent investigators can be either full-time or part-time investigators, but they should meet the same professional standards as the full-time investigators employed by the public defender office.

6. **Contract systems**

Contract systems may also adopt an independent administrator model, or they may rely more directly on court funding. Each model must ensure that the contract allows for caseload expenses such as investigations and experts beyond the standards contracting rate. It is imperative that these caseload expenses be completely separate from the contracting process to avoid disincentives from properly investigating a client’s case or seeking proper expert assistance. One Michigan county actually pays out contract attorneys’ additional money in the following year’s contract from unused expert and investigator expenses, directly discouraging use of these resources.

For example, Oregon has a process by which extraordinary expenses related to cases are paid through a mechanism outside the standard contract. In most death penalty and serious mandatory minimum sentence cases, funds for experts, investigators, and other expenses not specified in the contract are submitted to the Indigent Defense Services Division of the State Court Administrator’s Office for review.
7. Process and need for investigators and experts

Seeking the appointment of an investigator or expert witness to assist the defense necessarily begins with defense counsel, and deference to that process should be afforded with the assumption that counsel thoroughly understands the legal and ethical prerequisites and for making such a request.

a. Investigation

Standard 3.A does not adopt specific rules for what investigatory steps must be completed, or the order in which to complete them. The investigative needs of each case must be determined by reference to the discovery and other facts known to defense counsel, including facts obtained from the client during a client interview. Sound investigation requires judgment that can only be learned from experience, and so new attorneys—or attorneys who have not investigated a particular type of case before—should seek out advice and assistance from their more experienced colleagues.

The following general steps should be followed in each case to ensure prompt and efficient investigation. First, based on discovery and a client interview, the defense attorney should determine what witnesses the government is likely to call, and what witnesses, if any, may be helpful for the defense to call. The defense attorney should obtain any existing statements by potential witnesses, including recordings of police transmissions and police reports. The defense attorney should also determine what physical evidence the government has in its possession and request a viewing, and if any uncollected physical evidence might be helpful to the defense.

Second, the defense attorney should determine which witnesses to interview. The defense attorney should contact and interview any witnesses who may be helpful to the defense. The defense attorney should also explore any plausible avenue of impeachment, including but not limited to bias and interest, prior criminal convictions, significant prior bad acts bearing on the witness’s character for truthfulness, and defects in observational or testimonial capacities. Thorough investigation of each witness is an important part of preparation for cross-examination. In addition to locating witnesses whose identities are already known, the defense attorney should also determine whether there are ways to locate other witnesses who may have witnessed the event, such as canvassing the area around the crime scene.

Third, the defense attorney should take appropriate steps with respect to physical and documentary evidence. For physical evidence in the possession of the government, the defense attorney should obtain access to and examine the evidence, documenting it as appropriate. For uncollected physical evidence that will be helpful to the defense, the defense attorney should collect it, carefully preserving chain of custody and ensuring the evidence is not contaminated.
In addition, the defense attorney should determine whether scientific testing is appropriate for any evidence—including but not limited to tests for fingerprints, serology, and DNA. Where the government has already conducted testing, the defense attorney should consult with an expert about whether retesting is appropriate. The defense attorney should also determine whether any additional documentary evidence—such as employment records and phone call logs—would be relevant to the case.

Fourth, after compiling a list of investigative tasks, the defense attorney must prioritize them. Three questions should guide the prioritization: (1) What tasks must be completed promptly to avoid losing access to evidence or witnesses? (2) What tasks will produce information most relevant to evaluating an early plea offer? (3) What tasks are likely to open up new avenues of investigation? Balancing these considerations is difficult, and again requires judgment calls that must be informed by experience and consultation with colleagues.

Finally, the defense attorney must periodically review and update both the list of investigative tasks and the priority order, in light of new facts learned through discovery and the defense investigation itself. Since investigation can often branch out in multiple directions, and connections between certain facts may not be immediately apparent, organization and periodic review is important. Even facts that do not seem immediately relevant should be kept catalogued, as their importance may become clear after more investigation, or even for the first time during a trial.

The preceding discussion is necessarily incomplete. Effective investigation requires creativity and a deep knowledge of the specific facts of the case. It also requires the defense attorney to guard against cynicism and approach the case from the perspective of innocence. “The defender who presumes guilt finds little reason to investigate the defendant’s claims of innocence or to spend precious time consulting with the client.”

(1) Need for an Investigator

The defense attorney, in consultation with the client, should retain primary responsibility for the course of the investigation and decisions about when to forego additional investigation. However, the actual investigation will often be beyond the personal capacity of the defense attorney, either because of limited time or the requirement of particular skills—such as witness interviewing—that trial lawyers do not necessarily possess. In addition, some investigative tasks may create a need to testify at trial: for example, a witness may need to be impeached with a prior, contradictory statement, or a piece of physical evidence may need to be authenticated. In order to avoid the appointment of replacement counsel so that the original lawyer can testify, it is helpful to have another individual conducting those types of investigative tasks.
In these circumstances, the defense attorney should seek out the assistance of a defense investigator.\textsuperscript{109} The investigator’s expertise should complement the attorney’s skills, to provide the client with an effective defense team. As with the defense attorney, the investigator’s skills and experience should be appropriate to the particular case.\textsuperscript{110} Because prosecutors have investigatory assistance from the police, the ABA’s \textit{Ten Principles} recognizes that defense counsel need professional investigators to maintain parity.\textsuperscript{111} The need for investigative assistance in misdemeanor cases can be evaluated on a more individualized basis.

\textbf{(2) Foregoing Investigation and Investigation After Client Expresses a Desire to Plead Guilty}

The Supreme Court recognized in \textit{Strickland} that “reasonable professional judgments” may sometimes “support [a] limitation[ ] on investigation.”\textsuperscript{112} However, the Court made clear that counsel must make such a decision about “particular investigations.”\textsuperscript{113} That is, decisions to curtail investigation can only be made after considering what investigation could be done. A general decision not to investigate is insufficient, and the apparent weight of the evidence against a client does not provide a reason to forego investigation.\textsuperscript{114}

When deciding to curtail investigation, the attorney should inform the client, and should respectfully consider requests from the client to continue a particular line of investigation, especially where the client has reason to believe it will produce helpful information.

The Supreme Court has recognized that an attorney’s assistance can be unconstitutionally ineffective even in cases where the defendant ultimately pleads guilty.\textsuperscript{115} The attorney’s obligation to conduct an independent investigation is not terminated by a client’s desire to plead guilty, nor by the client’s admission to the attorney of his guilt.\textsuperscript{116} This is true for several reasons. First, the client’s professed desire to plead guilty may be based on a distrust of the criminal justice system or the defense attorney, a distrust that the attorney can only dispel by actually conducting the investigation. Second, the client’s professed desire to plead guilty does not eliminate the attorney’s obligation to provide reasonable advice about the plea, and at times the attorney cannot provide such advice without having conducted an independent investigation. Third, investigation may reveal information that is relevant to sentencing even after a plea agreement is reached.

The client’s desire to plead guilty can justify curtailing an investigation, in one circumstance. If the client is being held in custody but will be immediately released upon pleading guilty, delaying the plea to conduct a more thorough investigation may not be in the client’s best interests, and the attorney should defer to the client’s judgment about those interests.\textsuperscript{117}
b. Consulting with Experts

A wide variety of experts may be useful and appropriate for a defense attorney to consult, depending on the issues in a case. Common examples include arson investigators, firearms examiners, DNA examiners, drug analysts, medical doctors, pathologists, pharmacologists, psychologists, serologists, statisticians, and toxicologists, among others. Local compliance plans may create a range of structures for requesting the use of such experts. Some jurisdictions utilize online forms to request experts, while others use analog court forms and must provide “the factual justification for the request” before receiving court approval. Streamlined, relatively simple procedures are preferable, and can encourage attorneys to use all available tools to advocate for their clients.

Defense experts are important for more than their testimony at trial, and can be crucial to the defense case even if they never testify. One significant role that non-testifying experts can play is preparing the defense attorney to cross-examine the government’s experts. Even earlier in the process, an expert can help the defense attorney assess the evidence and decide whether additional investigation or testing is appropriate. A defense expert can also identify gaps or irregularities in the government’s expert’s report, where the defense attorney, unskilled in the particular area, would have never recognized the significance.

As with unperformed investigation, a defense attorney can never say what light an expert who is never consulted would have been able to shed on a case. Therefore, defense attorneys should err on the side of conducting at least an initial consultation with an expert, in order to obtain an informed opinion about whether additional expert analysis and advice is worthwhile. Even consulting with only a single expert may constitute ineffective assistance of counsel, if the attorney does not have sufficient information to forego additional consultations. Of course, there will be many cases in which there is no type of expert who could be called. However, defense attorneys should be in the habit of carefully considering whether every single case could benefit from expert assistance.

While decisions not to seek out expert assistance may sometimes be warranted, there are also several inappropriate reasons that attorneys might consciously or unconsciously rely on to not seek assistance. One is a lawyer’s confidence in his or her own mastery of a certain technical area. Another is the perception that a certain method has been in regular use in a particular jurisdiction for years without any challenge. It is precisely that circumstance that can lead to sloppy science, when everyone—including the expert—becomes accustomed to the idea that the testimony is infallible. A fresh, outside perspective on customary practices can reveal that what is considered normal and routine in one lab or jurisdiction is substantially out of date when compared to national standards.
8. **Collect and Submit Data to the MIDC**

In order to comply with Standard 3, the MIDC will be collecting system and case data points from the local delivery systems. The system-wide data points seek information about the (1) mechanism(s) by which attorneys request investigative assistance, and (2) mechanism(s) by which attorneys request funding for expert witnesses. The case-level data points will seek information about (1) requests for investigator or funds for investigator by defense counsel, (2) granting of investigator or funds for investigator to defense counsel, (3) request for expert witness or funds for expert witness by defense counsel, and (4) granting of expert witness or funds for expert witness to defense counsel.

**CONCLUSION**

Investigators and expert witnesses are a crucial part of the defense team in many cases. Indigent defense providers in Michigan must ensure that these services are available to every defendant who needs them, and the compliance process should start with adequate funding that is controlled by an independent source outside the judiciary.
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